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Answer

1

[IMAGE] Which French artist (1834-1917) was noted for his portraits of ballet
dancers and racehorses?

2

[IMAGE] Wally the chimp advertised which brand of paint?

3

[IMAGE] Which Nobel Peace Prize-winning humanitarian NGO's logo is pictured
here?

4

[IMAGE] Which line of fashion dolls is pictured here?

6

[IMAGE] Which actor portrayed Inigo Montoya in the 1987 movie The Princess
Bride?
[IMAGE] Which Australian actress played Éowyn in the Lord of the Rings trilogy?

7

[IMAGE] What is the floral emblem of the ACT?

5

[IMAGE] Very successful in the early years of the war before being out-performed by
8 the Allies' newer designs, what was the most common Japanese fighter plane during
WW2?
9 [IMAGE] Which "Peanuts" character is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Formed in the late 1970s, which American rock band's hits include Shake It
10
Up, Heartbeat City and You Might Think?
Artist Marc Chagall was born in what is now Belarus in 1887, but died in 1985 in
11
which European country?
12 From which plant is linseed oil obtained?
13 Who played the lead role in the 1996 film "Independence Day"?
14 In which Asian nation is the capital city, quite literally, the City of Islam?
15 Trent Bridge cricket ground is located in which English city?
16 Lake Nasser is predominantly located in which African country?
Traditionally, which city landmark is used to measure the official distance of a
location from that city?
Which 1964 US Presidential election candidate used the campaign slogan "vote for
18
AuH20"?
17

19 "Bunny, carrot, gun" is an alternate version of which classic game?
20 The Bungle Bungle Range is located in which Australian state or territory?
Which plot for which film and stage musical features a play titled ‘Springtime For
21
Hitler’?
In 1881 Clara Barton founded the American arm of which humanitarian
22
organization?
Grigor Dimitrov is the only male player from which European country to have won
23
an ATP singles tennis tournament?
Which oval is Queanbeyan was home for the Canberra Raiders between entering the
24
NSWRL in 1982 and moving to Bruce Stadium in 1990?
25 How many dice are used in a standard game of Yahtzee?
26 In 1907, who became the first British writer to win the Nobel Prize for Literature?
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What colour is traditionally assigned to a government paper listing policy proposals
for debate and discussion but without any commitment to action?
Which 4 letter word can mean a cage for hawks, a horse stable, or a set of
28
residential apartments?
Which Chinese company is now largest telecommunications equipment maker in the
29
world, as well as major sponsor of the Canberra Raiders?
"Those were the best days of my life" is a line from which 1985 Bryan Adams hit
30
song?
27

31 In 1986 who became the first German to be ranked the world's number one golfer?
32 How many balls are used in a standard game of Snooker?
33 Retsina wine is traditionally produced in which country?
34 Which comic strip was created by New Zealander Murray Ball?
35

Which prominent Australian's children include daughters Isabella (b. 2007) and
Josephine (b. 2011)?

36 Where in the human organ is the macula located?
37 Though he disagreed with it, which astronomer coined the term 'Big Bang' theory?
There are four months with only 30 days, but for a Tasmanian which of those four is
always the longest?
39 On which TV show did Dr Teeth and his band Electric Mayhem regularly appear?
38

40 What are the three secondary colours?
41 Which is the only Australian state never to have had a female Premier?
42 Which 8-letter word appeared on the Sydney Harbour Bridge in fireworks in 2000?
43 Victor Harbor is located in which Australian state or territory?
44

In the Edgar Allan Poe's 1845 poem "The Raven", what is the name of the narrator's
lost love?

45 In February Janet Yellen became the first woman to hold which post?
46 Which language is primarily spoken in the Flanders region of Belgium?
47 Which Commonwealth department is sometimes referred to as 'DPMC'?
Headquartered in Bathurst, which Australian university is often known by the
acronym CSU?
49 The clothing manufacturer and retailer Uniqlo is based in which Asian country?
48

50 The region of Bohemia lies in which present-day European country?
51 "Hakuna Matata" is a song from which 1994 Disney animated film?
52 The Dolomites mountains are located in which European country?
53 By what name is the reindeer more commonly known in the USA?
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What two-word term is both a children's toy and a fake account created to defend
oneself in an online forum?

55 Helen Hunt and Bill Paxton co-starred in which 1996 disaster film?
56 Which US university is often known by the acronym UCSD?
57 The Curragh horseracing track is located in which country?
58 The North and South Islands of New Zealand separated by what body of water?
Which Grammy-winning country music star has also performed under the fictional
59
rock persona Chris Gaines?
60 In 1928 who became the first person to fly from Australia to New Zealand?
61 What is currently located on Boothia’s peninsula in Canada?
62 Cascade beer is traditionally produced in which Australian city?
63 Who directed the 1979 film "Mad Max"?
64 Which actor played Idi Amin in the 2006 film "The Last King of Scotland"?
65 Which bird is the faunal emblem of the ACT?
66 Which Channel Ten program uses the hashtag #hybpa?
67 How many square inches are there in one square foot?
68 Which duo's works are sometimes referred to as the Savoy Operas?
69 Gozo and Komino are islands belonging to which Mediterranean country?
70 In terms of the Oscars, what links Casablanca, Paris and Chicago?
71 In which city was Martin Luther King Jr assassinated?
Commonly used in art and architecture, what is the value of the Golden Mean or
Golden Ratio (to one decimal place)?
In which 1836 Charles Dickens novel do the characters Sam Weller and Alfred Jingle
73
appear?
74 William Shatner played the title role in which 1980s US TV police drama?
75 The Siding Spring observatory is located in which Australian state or territory?
72

76 Which European capital hosted the 1912 summer Olympics?
77 The Torah is a collection of holy scriptures in which religion?
78 Muesli originated in which European country?
79 Gus Fring, Marie Schrader, and Skyler White are characters in which US TV series?
80 Which country's internet domain is .es?
81 Brandon Flowers is the vocalist for which chart topping US rock band?
82 Which form of advertising is banned in the ACT?
83 What are the two competition lifts in an Olympic weightlifting competition?
84 In which year was the Soviet Union dissolved?
85 What cartoon characters catchphrase was “Exit, stage left”?
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86 What creature is the traditional symbol of the medical rofession?
87 Which is the only chemical element named after a US state?
88 Who bought the Sydney Swans AFL club in 1985?
89

What pair of homophones refers to both an African antelope and a manufacturer of
sporting apparel?

90 Which German figure skater won two Olympic golds and four wold championships?
91 CONMEBOL is the governing body for football (soccer) in which continent?
92 Brad Fittler began his NRL career in 1989 with which club?
93

Jonathan Higgins III, ‘TC’ Calvin and Robin Masters were characters in which 1980s
TV series?

94 Which musical duo was comprised of Bobby Hatfield and Bill Medley?
95 What 2-word term is used to describe the chess opening 1.e4 c5?
96

Which American author's novels include "The Right Stuff" and "I am Charlotte
Simmons"?

97 The British TV series "Fawlty Towers" was set in which seaside town?
98 Who is currently the federal minister for health?
99 Who played the title role in the 1996 black comedy "The Cable Guy"?
100 Which jockey rode Makybe Diva to three successive Melbourne Cup victories?
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